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The destruction of family wealth across generations is an ongoing and very 

prominent cycle. In fact, a staggering 70% of first generation wealth is not 

purposefully transferred to the next generation1 rendering family wealth education 

a crucial and timely topic. Among the concerns that families face, the biggest 

fears confronted by the affluent parents are issues surrounding the wealth 

transfer process; how to tell their children, how their children will behave once 

they receive the funds and what will happen to the family fortune once it is no 

longer in their control. 

Talking about money is typically viewed as a faux-pas; thus important issues surrounding 
wealth are not addressed among family members openly. When children aren’t adequately edu-
cated and prepared for their inheritance, it should come as no surprise that a large proportion 
of wealth is lost once transferred to the heirs.

The overly common occurrence of unsuccessful intergenerational wealth transfers has been 
recognized, examined and discussed at great length, which is a necessary first step. This issue 
of what the problem is, why it exists, and who it affects has been addressed; this workbook is a 
comprehensive, step-by-step workshop guiding families through the next phase, the implemen-
tation process. Families, with the help of their financial advisors will learn exactly how to work 
with their client to facilitate a smooth and successful family wealth transfer.

This workbook introduces various lesson plans and curriculum for children of all ages, focus-
ing specifically on building and strengthening financial intelligence, intellectual maturity and 
socially responsible characteristics. 

Proper family wealth education is essential to help families preserve their assets and enable the 
heirs to lead purposeful, fulfilling lives.

Introduction 

1 IMPACT 2011. Specialized Publications, InvestmentNews, 2011.
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Early Ages Curriculum

Financial Intelligence

Pricing Games

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand the value of a dollar

Selected Activity Pricing Games

Implementation 
Gather popular household items such as toothpaste, an apple, a television, PlayStation, shoes, etc. Ask your child to rank these 
items in order of most to least expensive. Tell them how much each item costs. Practice doing this often with other items that you 
use in your home.

Next Steps/Reinforcement Bring your children grocery shopping with you. Ask them to guess how much each item is that you purchase

Allowance

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand the value of a dollar

Selected Activity Allowance

Implementation 

Create a price list for simple chores around the house and share it with your children. 

You may want to consider instituting an allowance or a salary for your child for chores or other ways they help you out.

Create a price list for chores and share it with your child, for example:
 ▪ Make bed: $0.25
 ▪ Set table: $1
 ▪ Fold Laundry: $1.25
 ▪ Empty Dishwasher: $1.50
 ▪ Walk dog: $1.75

At the end of the week, tally up the chores and amount of money have earned with your child

Letting your child earn and manage small amounts of money is a great way for them to understand the value of a dollar

Once they have the money in their hand, to further help them understand the value

Next Steps/Reinforcement 
Increase responsibilities with age 

To teach your children how to be capable of managing small amounts of money, have them divide their earnings into spending, 
saving and giving categories

Saving

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand the value of a dollar

Selected Activity Saving  — Three Banks, Not One!

Implementation 

To teach your children how to manage money, provide them with 3 piggy banks. Label each bank with the way they will separate the 
money: SAVE, SPEND and GIVE

1. A spending bank for money to be used soon on everyday things

2. A saving bank for money to be used later on larger items

3. A giving bank for gifts to help others

Have your children decorate each bank with stickers, photographs, cut-outs from magazines or drawings. The pictures should 
show how the money will be used. For example, if your SAVE bank holds money for a new bike, that’s the picture you tape to 
that bank. 

Next Steps/Reinforcement 

Set Savings Goals: Teach your children how much they should save in order to be able to afford, for example, that $100 bike that 
they’ve had their eye on

If they have decided to do enough chores to save $10 each month they would have earned enough money to buy the bike in 10 
months. If they managed to save $50 each month, they could buy that bike in two months.
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Intellectual Maturity

Neighborhood Chores

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand that you must work hard to get results

Selected Activity Neighborhood Chores

Implementation 

Have your children make flyers and drop them off at houses in your neighborhood offering to:
 ▪ Help people take care of their yards: Help with grass-cutting, snow shoveling, leaf-raking, etc
 ▪ Wash cars
 ▪ Babysit little kids — Once old enough take a babysitting course 
 ▪ Start a dog-walking service. Feed, watch or walk dogs

Next Steps/Reinforcement Increase responsibilities with age

Delayed Gratif ication

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand that you must work hard to get results

Selected Activity Delayed Gratification 

Implementation 
Use reward charts and stickers. If your child wants something, they must earn enough stickers through good behavior. 

Have them count their stickers each day, allowing their excitement to grow as the amount of stickers increases. The waiting and 
the knowing that your child has earned something makes it much more valuable them rather than just giving it to them. 

Next Steps/Reinforcement 

Needs versus Wants

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand that you must work hard to get results

Selected Activity Needs versus Wants 

Implementation 

Have your children write down what they like to spend money on. Ask them to separate these items into 3 categories:
 ▪ Must have
 ▪ Want, but not essential
 ▪ Could do with out 

Needs versus wants: 

Create a list of necessities and luxuries. Have your child separate each item on the list into what they believe are basic needs 
versus wants. For example:

Need or Want?
 ▪ Food
 ▪ Xbox
 ▪ Medicine
 ▪ Water
 ▪ Cell phone

 ▪ Makeup
 ▪ Housing
 ▪ School Supplies
 ▪ Ice cream
 ▪ Bed

 ▪ Movie tickets
 ▪ Sporting events
 ▪ Clothes

Next Steps/Reinforcement 
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Social Responsibility

Saving, Spending, Sharing

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand the importance of giving to those less fortunate 

Selected Activity Saving, Spending, Sharing

Implementation 

Encourage your children to keep track of the money that they spend for their needs and wants. Provide practice developing effec-
tive spending plans and following where money goes

Create a spending and earnings diary to track how much money your child earns through chore and how they spend their money.

Create a spending and earnings plan for your children to focus on their own spending patterns and integrate them into a 
written plan

Compare income (allowance) to expenses. Which is greater? If expenses are greater than income, what adjustments could 
be made?

Have your children allocate 10% of their income into a savings account/piggy bank and 10% towards donations

Next Steps/Reinforcement Open a savings account with your child to teach them about interest

Thank you notes

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Gratefulness

Selected Activity Thank You Notes

Implementation 

Have your child’s grandparents recently given them birthday money? Did someone do something nice for your child? Determine 
an event or action that warrants a thank you from your child. With your kids, either have them dictate what they want you to write, 
or you can each write part of the note

Visit the Post Office with your child and let her/him pick some fun stamps

Next Steps/Reinforcement 

Choose Your Charity

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand the importance of giving to those less fortunate 

Selected Activity Choose your Charity 

Implementation 

Have your child choose a charity they would like you as a family to donate to 

It may be helpful to make a list and have them select a charity from the list 

Once they select the charity they must prepare a 2 minute presentation on the reason they chose this specific organization 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Spend time volunteering at selected charity, so they also have something vested in the project 
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Elementary Aged Curriculum

Financial Intelligence 

Pricing Games

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand the value of a dollar

Selected Activity Pricing Games

Implementation 
Gather popular household items such as toothpaste, an apple, a television, PlayStation, shoes, etc. Ask them to rank them in 
order of most to least expensive. Tell them how much each item costs. Practice doing this often with other items that you use in 
your home.

Next Steps/Reinforcement Bring your children grocery shopping with you. Ask them to estimate how much each item is that you purchase

Allowance

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand the value of a dollar

Selected Activity Allowance

Implementation 

Create a price list for simple chores around the house and share it with your children. 

You may want to consider instituting an allowance or a salary for your child for chores or other ways they help you out.

Create a price list for chores and share it with your child, for example:
 ▪ Make bed: $0.25
 ▪ Set table: $1
 ▪ Fold Laundry: $1.25
 ▪ Empty Dishwasher: $1.50
 ▪ Walk dog: $1.75

At the end of the week, with your child, tally up the chores and amount of money they have earned

Letting your child earn and manage small amounts of money is a great way for them to understand the value of a dollar

Once they have the money in their hand, to further help them understand the value

Next Steps/Reinforcement 
Increase responsibilities with age 

To teach your children how to be capable of managing small amounts of money, have them divide their earnings into spending, 
saving and giving categories

Bank Account

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand the value of a dollar

Selected Activity Saving — Three Banks, Not One!

Implementation 

To teach your children how to manage money, provide them with 3 piggy banks. Label each bank with the way they will separate 
the money: SAVE, SPEND and GIVE

1. A spending bank for money to be used soon on everyday things 

2. A saving bank for money to be used later on larger items

3. A giving bank for gifts to help others

Have your children decorate each bank with stickers, photographs, cut-outs from magazines or drawings. The pictures should 
show how the money will be used. For example, if your SAVE bank holds money for a new bike, that’s the picture you tape to 
that bank. 

Next Steps/Reinforcement 

Set Savings Goals: Teach your children how much they should save in order to be able to afford, for example, that $100 bike that 
they’ve had their eye on. 

If they have decided to do enough chores to save $10 each month, they would have earned enough money to buy the bike in 10 
months. If they managed to save $50 each month, they could buy that bike in two months.
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Learning to Budget

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Learn to budget 

Selected Activity Budget for Lunch

Implementation 

Have you child fill in a worksheet such as this:

Solve the Problem: On school days Mike gets $10 per day from his parents. Before school each day he buys a bottle of juice. For 
lunch he buys pizza, chips and a salad. On his way home he buys candy.

Menu Price Menu Price

Food Food
Pizza $2.20 Pizza 
French Fries $1.80 French Fries 
Salad (Bowl) $2.50 Salad (Bowl) 
Salad (Plate) $3.00 Salad (Plate)
Sandwiches $2.75 Sandwiches 
Cookies $1.00 Cookies
Candy $1.00 Candy
Yogurt $0.85 Yogurt
Fruit $1.00 Fruit
Pasta $2.00 Pasta 
Beans $0.90 Beans
Panini $3.25 Panini 
Drinks Drinks
Milk $0.75 Milk 
Fresh Fruit Juice $1.00 Fresh Fruit Juice 
Water Free Water

Using the information given, work out how much money Mike spends each day? 

How much money does he have left? 

After the 5 school days how much does he have left? 

Mike has seen a new game for the PS3 that he really wants, but his parents told him he must pay for it himself. He decides that 
he will cut his spending back to try to save some money. He decides to drink water instead of buying a can of coke and has pasta 
instead of pizza and French fries.

How much will this save him each day?

How much will he save over the 5 school days?

What else could Mike do to help save up for the computer game?

Next Steps/Reinforcement Give your child lunch money for a week and have them create a daily budget for themselves
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Intellectual Maturity

Neighborhood Chores

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand that you must work hard to get results

Selected Activity Neighborhood Chores

Implementation 

Have your children make flyers and drop them off at houses in your neighborhood offering to:
 ▪ Help people take care of their yards: offer to help with grass-cutting, snow shoveling, leaf-raking, etc 
 ▪ Wash cars
 ▪ Babysit little kids — Once old enough take a babysitting course 
 ▪ Start a dog-walking service. Feed, watch or walk dogs

Next Steps/Reinforcement Increase responsibilities with age

Delayed Gratif ication

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand that you must work hard to get results

Selected Activity Delayed Gratification 

Implementation 
Use reward charts and stickers. If your child wants something, they must earn enough stickers through good behavior. 

Have them count their stickers each day, allowing their excitement to grow as the amount of stickers increases. The waiting and 
the knowing that your child has earned something makes it much more valuable them rather than just giving it to them. 

Next Steps/Reinforcement 

Needs versus Wants

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand that you must work hard to get results

Selected Activity Needs versus Wants 

Implementation 

Have your children write down what they like to spend money on. Then get them to separate them into 3 categories:

Must have

Want, but not essential

Could do with out 

Needs versus wants: 

Make a list out necessities and luxuries. Have your child separate each item on the list into what they believe are basic needs 
versus wants. For example:

Need or Want?
 ▪ Food
 ▪ Xbox
 ▪ Medicine
 ▪ Water
 ▪ Cell phone

 ▪ Makeup
 ▪ Housing
 ▪ School Supplies
 ▪ Ice cream
 ▪ Bed 

 ▪ Movie tickets
 ▪ Sporting events
 ▪ Clothes

Next Steps/Reinforcement 
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Social Responsibility

Saving, Spending, Sharing

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand the importance of giving to those less fortunate 

Selected Activity Saving, Spending, Sharing

Implementation 

Encourage your children to keep track of the money that they spend for their needs and wants. Provide practice developing 
effective spending plans and following where money goes

Create a spending and earnings diary to track how much money your child earns through chore and how they spend their money

Create a spending and earnings plan for your children to focus on their own spending patterns and integrate them into a 
written plan

Compare income (allowance) to expenses. Which is greater? If expenses are greater than income, what adjustments could 
be made?

Have your children allocate 10% of their income into a savings account/piggy bank and 10% towards donations.

Next Steps/Reinforcement Open a savings account to teach about interest

Thank you notes

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Gratefulness

Selected Activity Thank you notes

Implementation 
Work with your kids, either get them to dictate what they want you to write, or you can each write part of the note 

Visit the Post Office with your child and let her/him pick some fun stamps

Next Steps/Reinforcement 

Volunteering

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand the importance of giving to those less fortunate 

Selected Activity Choose your Charity 

Implementation 

Ask your child to choose a charity they would like you as a family to donate to or support 

It may be helpful to make a list and have them select a charity from the list 

Once they select a charity, have them prepare a 2 minute presentation on the reason they chose this specific organization 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Spend time volunteering at selected charity, so they also have something vested in the project 

Creating a Family Charitable Planning Worksheet 

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand the importance of giving to those less fortunate 

Selected Activity Choose your Charity 

Implementation 

Have your child choose a charity they would like you as a family to donate to 

It may be helpful to make a list and have them select a charity from the list 

Once they select the charity they must prepare a 2 minute presentation on the reason they chose this specific organization 

Make sure they also spend time volunteering the selected charity, so they also have something vested in the project

Next Steps/Reinforcement 
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Teenager Curriculum

Financial Intelligence

Investment Clubs

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand the basics of investment

Selected Activity Join an investment club, or start one at your child’s school

Implementation Start a FICA club at your child’s school: http://www.futureinvestorsnetwork.com/clubs-request.html

Next Steps/Reinforcement Help them start investing with their own money 

Keeping a Budget

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Learn to Budget

Selected Activity Create a Budget for School

Implementation 

Have your teen:
 ▪ Create a back to school list, ie, clothes, books, supplies. 
 ▪ Research the costs of everything on the list 
 ▪ You determine how much you will contribute to their costs 
 ▪ Have them define a needs versus wants list and a payment plan with your contributions and their contributions

Next Steps/Reinforcement Have your teen create a college budget including tuition costs, room and board, books and entertainment 

Attend a Family Board Meeting

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand various financial decisions your family makes

Selected Activity Attend a family board meeting

Implementation If you don’t hold family meetings, start holding quarterly meetings. Discuss issues such as foundations, charities, investments, 
trusts

Next Steps/Reinforcement As they get older, make sure they participate and begin to add input to decisions made
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Intellectual Maturity

Language Skills

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Become more flexible and open to other cultures

Selected Activity Learn a new language

Implementation Sign up for an language course outside of school

Next Steps/Reinforcement Join a club, such a language ‘meet up’ group. Take your knowledge of another language by practicing with others who are either 
fluent, or trying to become fluent. This is a great way to practice as well as meet new people with similar interests.  

Trust/Beneficiary Education

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand how trusts works

Selected Activity Trust/Beneficiary Education

Implementation Teach your teen about how trust fund works, how yours works specifically, how much money they will receive, etc.

Next Steps/Reinforcement As they get older, have them create a plan for the funds

Study Abroad

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand and interact with other cultures

Selected Activity Study Abroad

Implementation Spend a semester studying in another country. Perhaps you may want to become a host family and host a student from another 
country as well

Next Steps/Reinforcement Volunteer abroad
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Social Responsibility

Philanthropic Philosophy Statement 

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Instill strong philanthropic values in your children

Selected Activity Family Philanthropic Philosophy Statement

Implementation 

The Philanthropic Philosophy Statement is a unique annunciation of compelling, sustaining reasons to give. It should capture the 
vision, ideals, values, purpose and intent underlying a giving strategy. In addition, the Statement should articulate specific dona-
tion goals and anticipated impact. It should state causes and specific charitable organizations that are the beneficiaries of current 
and intended donations. Create a statement as a family

Next Steps/Reinforcement Monitor, adjust and revise the PPS on a quarterly basis. Create a personal philanthropic philosophy statement independently

Mentor Younger Children 

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand the importance of giving to those less fortunate 

Selected Activity Mentor younger children

Implementation If your school has a program, join a mentorship/tutor program. If there is nothing available through school, join an outside 
organization, such as girls and boys club, and mentor a child once a week 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Continue to mentor the child

Community Projects

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand the importance of giving to those less fortunate 

Selected Activity Community Projects

Implementation Volunteer for an organization such as habitat for humanity, or a group that directly affects your community, and either spend time 
working with the group once a week, or commit to a larger short term project.

Next Steps/Reinforcement Get your friends and other family members involved in a community project you are passionate about.
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Young Adult Curriculum

Financial Intelligence

Budgeting

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Learn to Budget

Selected Activity Budget for University

Implementation 

Have your child add up all of the costs of university including room and board, tuition, books, entertainment, food, trave,l etc.

Determine how much you are going to contribute to their college fund

Have them create a budget, determine how much they will contribute, and perhaps dial back costs on ‘want’ items such as 
entertainment

Next Steps/Reinforcement Ongoing budgeting during school 

Financial Independence 

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand your credit score

Selected Activity Credit Check

Implementation 

Create a free account with at least one of the following sites:
 ▪ Quizzle
 ▪ Credit Karma
 ▪ Credit Sesame

Read through the site, understand your score, understand what factors affect your score, ensure all data is correct

Next Steps/Reinforcement 
Continue to monitor you score 

Create a plan of action to increase your score

Family Board Meetings

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Work with family members to determine allocation of family resources to charities, investments, foundations etc.

Selected Activity Family Board Meetings

Implementation 

Hold a family board meeting. Convening a family meeting with your adult children and other heirs provides the opportunity 
to discuss your values, plans, and the legacy you hope to pass on. Such a meeting can head off later misunderstandings and 
hurt feelings, and lets you demonstrate how sound planning now will reduce taxes and legal fees and keep more of the family’s 
resources in the family.

Next Steps/Reinforcement Increase responsibilities and input with age
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Intellectual Maturity

Language Skills

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Become fluent in another language 

Selected Activity Advance existing language skills 

Implementation Join a club, such a language ‘meet up’ group. Take your knowledge of another language by practicing with others who are either 
fluent, or trying to become fluent. This is a great way to practice as well as meet new people with similar interests. 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Travel to a country using only your foreign language skills

Trust/Beneficiary Implementation

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Successful transfer of funds from parents/grandparents to children

Selected Activity Trust/Beneficiary Implementation

Implementation Make sure your child completely understands the details of their trust. Have them create a detailed plan for funds once they 
will receive

Next Steps/Reinforcement Monitor, reevaluate, reallocate trust fund

Volunteer/Work Abroad

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand and interact with other cultures. Understand that you must work hard to get results

Selected Activity Volunteer Abroad 

Implementation Spend a summer vacation, spring break, Christmas break in a volunteering in a developing country 

Next Steps/Reinforcement 
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Social Responsibility

Create a Personal Philanthropic Philosophy Statement

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Instill strong and independent philanthropic values 

Selected Activity Personal Philanthropic Philosophy Statement

Implementation Make sure you have first created a family PPS. Go over it in detail together. Have them create their own based on 
aspects they agree with and additional components they want to incorporate 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Monitor and reevaluate on a quarterly basis

Mentor Younger Children 

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand the importance of giving to your time to those who need it the most

Selected Activity Mentor Younger Children 

Implementation Join a club such a boys and girls club, or an afterschool tutoring and mentoring program. Volunteer once a week

Next Steps/Reinforcement 

Socially Responsible Investing 

Age Young Adult

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand Socially Responsible Investing

Selected Activity Socially Responsible Investing at Family Meeting

Implementation 
Have your young adult research and fully understand socially responsible investing. As a family allocate a fixed 
amount of funds to be invested in this manner. Make your young adult responsible for investing and monitoring 
these funds 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Present performance on a quarterly basis. Provide recommendations for how funds should be reinvested (in a SRI 
manner)
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Adult Curriculum

Financial Intelligence

Understand Risk Tolerance

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand your risk tolerance, and how you would like your investments to be allocated

Selected Activity Risk Tolerance

Implementation 

Do research and understand the different levels of risk tolerance

Evaluate your risk tolerance by answering the following questions:
 ▪ Do I prefer investments with little or no fluctuation in value?
 ▪ Am I willing to take substantial risk in pursuit of significantly higher returns?
 ▪ If the market declined, would sell portions of my riskier assets and invest the money in safer 
assets?

 ▪ Do I want my investments should generate regular income that I can spend or do no tend 
to generate current income and want your investments to grow substantially in value 
over time?

 ▪ What is the maximum loss in any one-year period that I am prepared to accept?

Create guidelines on how you would like your money invested based on your risk tolerance.   

Next Steps/Reinforcement Ensure your risk preferences exist in your personal portfolio 

Investment Knowledge

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Understand different investment vehicles

Selected Activity Create a Portfolio

Implementation 

Create guidelines on how you would like your money invested based on your risk tolerance.

Research investment vehicles, and decide how you would like your money allocated

Set aside a certain percentage of income, or a fixed monthly amount 

Transfer this amount automatically into your portfolio

Determine a rebalancing plan

Set guidelines and rule to when you will add more money, remove money, completely pull out 
of an investment, or invest in a new fund.

Next Steps/Reinforcement Ongoing Monitoring of Investments 

Family Board Meetings

Area of Growth Financial Intelligence 

Goal(s) Work with family members to determine allocation of family resources to charities, invest-
ments, foundations etc.

Selected Activity Family Board Meetings

Implementation 

Hold a family board meeting. Family board meetings provide the opportunity to discuss values, 
plans, and the legacy you hope to pass on. Such a meeting can head off later misunderstand-
ings and hurt feelings, and lets you demonstrate how sound planning now will reduce taxes 
and legal fees and keep more of the family’s resources in the family.

Hold quarterly family meetings. Delegate a portion of the meeting to be lead and carried out by 
your adult child. 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Ensure your adult child implements and follows through with the section of the board meeting 
they lead
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Intellectual Maturity

Trust/Beneficiary Implementation

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Successful transfer of funds from parents/grandparents to children

Selected Activity Trust/Beneficiary Implementation

Implementation Make sure your adult child completely understands the details of their trust. Have them create a detailed plan for funds once they 
will receive 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Monitor, reevaluate, reallocate trust fund

Volunteer/Work Abroad

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Understand and interact with other cultures. Understand that you must work hard to get results

Selected Activity Volunteer Abroad 

Implementation Spend a summer vacation, spring break, Christmas break in a volunteering in a developing country 

Next Steps/Reinforcement 

Challenge Yourself

Area of Growth Intellectual Maturity 

Goal(s) Grow intellectually by exposing yourself to new experiences, challenges

Selected Activity Step out of your Comfort Zone

Implementation 
Think of an activity you’ve always been interested. What causes are you passionate about? What cultures intrigue you? 

Try something you’ve never done before by yourself. Whether it be traveling to Indonesia, volunteering at your local homeless 
shelter or learning a new language, broaden your horizons

Next Steps/Reinforcement Try a new activity/ experience once a month
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Social Responsibility

Create a Personal Philanthropic Philosophy Statement

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Instill strong and independent philanthropic values 

Selected Activity Personal Philanthropic Philosophy Statement

Implementation Make sure you have first created a family PPS. Go over it in detail together. Have them create their own based on aspects they 
agree with and additional components they want to incorporate 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Monitor and reevaluate on a quarterly basis

Mentor Younger Children 

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand the importance of giving to your time to those who need it the most

Selected Activity Mentor Younger Children 

Implementation Join a club such a boys and girls club, or an afterschool tutoring and mentoring program. Volunteer once a week

Next Steps/Reinforcement Create a charitable event or program for a cause that you are passionate about

Socially Responsible Investing 

Area of Growth Social Responsibility 

Goal(s) Understand Socially Responsible Investing

Selected Activity Socially Responsible Investing at Family Meeting

Implementation Have your adult research and fully understand socially responsible investing. As a family allocate a fixed amount of funds to be 
invested in this manner. Make your young adult responsible for investing and monitoring these funds 

Next Steps/Reinforcement Present performance on a quarterly basis. Provide recommendations for how funds should be reinvested (in a SRI manner)
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DISCLOSURE
The statements contained herein are the opinions of Nuveen Investments Wealth Management Services. All opinions and views constitute our judgments as of the date of writing 
and are subject to change at any time without notice.  Hypothetical examples are shown for illustrative and educational purposes only. Information was obtained from third party 
sources, which we believe to be reliable but not guaranteed for accuracy or completeness. The information provided is not intended to be relied upon as investment advice or 
recommendations, does not constitute a solicitation to buy or sell securities and should not be considered specific legal, investment or tax advice.  The information provided does not 
take into account the specific objectives, financial situation, or particular needs of any specific person.  
Investing entails risk including the possible loss of principal and there is no assurance that an investment will provide positive performance over any period of time.
Securities offered through Nuveen Securities, LLC, an affiliate of Nuveen Investments, Inc. 
©2016 Nuveen Investments, Inc.

Nuveen
333 West Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606
312.917.7700 | nuveen.com

The Wealth Management Services Group  
assists leading advisors in developing techniques to aid in 

achieving their maximum possible success by providing vital 

education and consulting services. The group’s members work 

in concert with advisors to help them apply wealth management 

strategies and identify best practices to help them gain a significant 

competitive advantage.


